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Abstract—Design of power delivery system has great influence
on the power management in many-core processor systems.
Moving voltage regulators from off-chip to on-chip gains more
and more interest in the power delivery system design, because it
is able to provide fine-grained dynamic voltage scaling. Previous
works are proposed to implement power efficient on-chip voltage
regulators. It is important to analyze the characteristics of the
entire power delivery system to explore the tradeoff between
the promising properties and costs of employing on-chip voltage
regulators, especially the on-chip buck converters. In this work,
we present a novel analysis and design optimization platform of
power delivery system called PowerSoC. It employs an analytical
model to provide an accurate and fast evaluation of important
characteristics, e.g. power efficiency, output stability and dynamic
voltage scaling, for the entire power delivery system consisting
of on-chip/off-chip buck converters and power delivery network.
Based on our model, geometric programming is utilized to find
the optimal design for different power delivery systems and
explore the tradeoff of using on-chip converters. Compared
with SPICE simulations, our model achieves a simulation time
reduction of six to seven orders of magnitude within 5%
model error for the characteristic evaluation of different power
delivery systems. By using PowerSoC, various architectures of
power delivery systems are optimized for power efficiency under
constraints of output stability, area, etc. Simulation results show
compared with the conventional architecture, the hybrid one
using both on-chip and off-chip converters achieves 1.0% power
efficiency improvement and 66.4% area reduction of converters
on average. We conclude the hybrid architecture has potential for
efficient dynamic voltage scaling, small area and the adaptability
of the change of power delivery network parasitic, but careful
account for the overhead of on-chip converters is needed.

Index Terms—power delivery system, on-chip voltage regula-
tor, analytical modeling, optimization

I. I NTRODUCTION

Due to the power dissipation limitation of transistors, many-
core processor system becomes promising to improve system
performance and power efficiency instead of feature size
scaling alone. Power delivery system is a key subsystem within
it, which has important influence towards its performance and
power consumption [1]. Voltage regulators are the essential
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components of power delivery systems, and traditionally are
contained in board-level modules with large inductors or
capacitors. However, putting voltage regulators closer topro-
cessor becomes a trend of the power delivery system design.
Since the off-chip voltage regulators, e.g. buck converters, are
implemented in the board-level with large inductors and capac-
itors, the inductors and capacitors slow down the responding
time of their feedback control. The costs and sizes of the
capacitors and inductors also severely limit their usage for
fine-grained power domain regulation [2]. The interconnect
effect between the voltage regulator and processor, e.g. the
conduction loss, is considered to be a severe limitation of the
power delivery system design [3]. Meanwhile, the growth of
dark silicon area provides an opportunity to implement voltage
regulators on-chip for better voltage tuning using the dark
silicon [4]. All these make it interesting of developing fully
integrated on-chip voltage regulators.

The on-chip voltage regulators are usually implemented and
integrated with the processor in the same chip package [5].
The voltage regulator designs range from buck converters to
switched-capacitor converters to low-dropout linear regulators.
Linear regulators have a maximum efficiency limit given by
the ratio of output voltage to input voltage, and they suffer
from low efficiency at high ratios [6] [7]. In contrast, switching
converters can maintain high efficiency across a wide range of
output voltages. There are two types of switching converters
commonly used, buck and switched-capacitor converters. The
switched-capacitor converters can not provide dynamic voltage
scaling of arbitrary output voltage, but some discrete voltage
levels [8]. However, the buck converter relies on an inductor to
generate a step-down voltage on the output capacitor. The buck
converter creates a square-wave voltage of varying duty cycles
at the output of the power FETs. By adjusting the duty cycle,
the output voltage can be dynamically adjusted with a wide
range. Hence, the buck converter is widely used in research
area and commercial products, because it can maintain power
efficiency across a wide range of conversion ratios. Moreover,
the on-chip buck converters can reduce the current flowing
through the package and alleviate the power losses of power
delivery network and off-chip voltage regulators. It is possible
for the hybrid power delivery system employing on-chip
converters to cover the power losses induced by the on-chip
converters, due to the power loss reduction of power delivery
network and off-chip converters.
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In recent years, there has been a surge of interest to
implement on-chip buck converters [5] [9] [10] [11] [12].
An on-chip buck converter, operating with high switching
frequencies, can obviate bulky inductor and capacitor, and
allow them to be integrated on the chip or on the package.
It decreases the power delivery path between the converter
and the processor decreases, which alleviates the conduction
loss of power delivery network. It is also able to provide
fast voltage transitions for fine-grained power management.
An on-chip converter can easily be divided into multiple par-
allel copies with little additional overhead, readily providing
multiple on-chip power domains. The fast voltage transition is
achieved due to the small capacitors and inductors. However,
these potential benefits are tempered by low-quality integrated
inductor, increased susceptibility to load current steps and
induced power and area overhead. Previous works focus on the
implementation of on-chip voltage regulators to improve the
power efficiency. It is also important to characterize the power
delivery system, including on/off-chip voltage regulators and
the passive on-chip/board parasitics, and to explore the tradeoff
between promising characteristics and costs of using on-chip
voltage regulators for many-core processors.

In this paper, in order to explore the tradeoff of employing
on-chip voltage regulators, an analysis and design optimization
platform of the power delivery system called PowerSoc is
proposed to investigate important characteristics, e.g. power
efficiency and transient voltage drop, based on our earlier
work [13]. It is publicly available with documentation at [14].
It employs an analytical model to achieve a fast system-level
evaluation with comparable accuracy, compared with SPICE
simulations. Based on our platform PowerSoC, the charac-
teristics of different architectures of power delivery systems
are optimized and compared under design constraints of area
overhead, transient voltage drop, etc. The hybrid architecture
shows the potential of efficient dynamic voltage scaling, small
area and the adaptability of the change of power delivery
network parasitic, but careful account for the overhead of on-
chip voltage regulators is needed.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II re-
views the related work. In Section III, we present an analytical
model of PowerSoC to evaluate the important characteristics
of the power delivery systems, e.g. the power efficiency
and the output voltage stability. The model maps over a
multidimensional design variable space, and the design opti-
mization strategy of PowerSoC using geometric programming
(GP) is described in Section IV. In Section V, our model is
validated by comparing to SPICE simulations, and it achieves
comparable accuracy with less simulation time. Based on the
model and optimization strategy, important characteristics of
different power delivery systems are compared, and some
observations are discussed to help effectively utilize on-chip
voltage regulators. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Voltage regulator is an essential component of the power
delivery systems in most computing systems. Because of the
potential of providing fast voltage scaling and multiple on-
chip power domains, there was a surge of interest of on-chip

voltage regulators. Hazuchaet al. proposed a fully integrated
linear regulator to achieve a fast response time with small
capacitor area [6]. Ramadasset al. presented a fully integrated
switched-capacitor converter with additional step-down ratios
to extend the range of output voltage [8]. Meanwhile, a lot
of literatures focus on the fully integrated buck converters,
because of high power efficiency across a wide range of output
voltages. On-chip integrated buck converter with different
inductor implementation schemes are proposed to provide high
quality inductors and improve the power efficiency [9] [10].
Sun et al. proposed fully integrated buck converter in SiGe
BICMOS process, focusing on the converter power stage to
improve the power efficiency [15]. Sturckenet al. presented a
complete 2.5D chip prototype containing fully integrated buck
converter circuitry and a realistic digital load [16]. Due to the
wide design space, e.g. the selection of channel width of power
bridge and switching frequency, modeling and optimization
are used to assist converter designs. Leeet al. proposed
a GP compatible model of on-chip converters with an on-
die integrated inductor model to find the optimal converter
design [11]. Schromet al. presented a model of monolithic
integrated buck converter, and derived an analytical solution of
converter designs for maximum power efficiency [17]. Those
works mainly focus on the implementation and evaluation of
individual fully integrated voltage regulators. However,the
on-chip voltage regulator doesn’t come for free. They will
induce additional power loss, area consumption and increased
susceptibility to load current steps. There is a need of a system-
level evaluation of the pros and cons of employing on-chip
voltage regulators for the power delivery system design.

Some works proposed the case studies of different hybrid
power delivery systems employing on-chip buck converters
or linear regulators. Kimet al. presented a detailed analysis
of a 4-core chip-multiprocessor system with power delivery
schemes using on-chip integrated buck converters [2]. It
demonstrated the potential benefits of improving the system
power consumption by providing fine-grained power manage-
ment and fast voltage scaling. Gjanciet al. proposed a hybrid
two-stage power delivery system with off-chip buck converters
and a tree structure of on-chip linear regulators, which was
able to be efficient, simple and small area costly [18]. Yan
et al. presented an application-aware scheduling strategy to
dynamically utilize the on-chip converters for the dynamic
voltage scaling sensitive applications with limited area over-
head of on-chip converters [19]. Those hybrid power delivery
systems are designed and evaluated for targeted platforms.In
order to provide efficient design space exploration for arbitrary
power domain distribution, modeling and optimization strategy
is usually introduced to find optimum power delivery system
design and maximize the system power efficiency.

Design space exploration strategies of different hybrid
power delivery systems are presented, using the different
models and optimization methods [7] [20] [21]. Vaisbandet al.
presented an optimization strategy of the hybrid power delivery
system with off-chip switching converters and on-chip linear
regulators to maximize the power efficiency using a power effi-
cient clustering method [7]. Zenget al. proposed a simulation-
based optimization strategy to find the optimal number of
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on-chip linear regulators and input voltages to maximize the
power efficiency, by exploiting GPU-accelerated SPICE eval-
uations and pattern search optimization strategy [20]. Ameli-
fard et al. proposed an optimization strategy of the voltage
regulator assignment from a collection of existing commercial
regulators to build a two-level tree structure and maximizethe
power efficiency, which is solved as a combinatorial problem
using dynamic programming [21]. Those works mainly focus
on the design space exploration of the hybrid power delivery
systems employing on-chip linear regulators. In this work,we
propose an efficient design space exploration framework of the
entire power delivery system consisting of on/off-chip voltage
regulators and power delivery network to explore the trade-
off of employing on-chip voltage regulators, especially buck
converters. It provides a detailed and GP-compatible analytical
model of the entire power delivery system with models of each
component, which achieves an accurate and fast estimation of
a variety of important characteristics compared with SPICE
simulations, and reduces the computation complexity of the
design space exploration through convex formulation. Based
on our framework, the characteristics of different architectures
of power delivery systems are investigated to quantitatively
evaluate the benefits of the hybrid power delivery system
employing on-chip buck converters.

III. M ODELING OF POWER DELIVERY SYSTEM

With the development of on-chip voltage regulators, engi-
neers have more choices to build up the customized power
delivery systems for many-core processors. On-chip voltage
regulators are recommended for power delivery of many-
core processors, because they can provide multiple power
domains and fast voltage scaling more easily. The multi-stage
power delivery system using both off-chip and on-chip voltage
regulators becomes promising. The conventional design using
only off-chip voltage regulators directly steps the power supply
voltage down to the core voltage, while a two-stage power
delivery system is illustrated in Figure 1. Given an inherent
degradation in power efficiency for large conversion ratios, the
first stage of off-chip voltage regulators performs the initial
step-down to an intermediate voltage. The intermediate power
supply then drives the second stage, on-chip voltage regulators,
which further steps the voltage down to the core voltage.
The number of the on-chip voltage regulators varies with
different granularity to provide at most one power domain
per core. Different architectures constituting the framework
will be investigated to evaluate the potential benefits of on-
chip voltage regulators, especially the on-chip buck converters.
The quantitative analysis and comparison of different power
delivery systems will be discussed in Section V. The on-chip
voltage regulators are usually implemented and integratedwith
the processor in the same package. They can be implemented
in the same die of the processor, or in multiple dies integrated
in the same chip package, e.g. 3D integration [5] [15] [16].
For the quantitative analysis in Section V, we assume that the
on-chip voltage regulators are implemented on different dies,
and integrated with the processor in the same chip package
using 3D integration with face-to-back bonding. It allows the
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Fig. 1: Overview of a two-stage power delivery system

process technology to be optimized separately for different
on-chip voltage regulators to improve the power efficiency.

A. Modeling of Switching Mode Voltage Regulators

Tight steady state and dynamic tolerance requirements for
core voltage set a big challenge for powering high perfor-
mance processors. Voltage regulator is an essential component
of different power delivery systems. The characteristics of
the voltage regulators have significant influence towards the
entire power delivery system, e.g. power efficiency, transient
response. Interleaved multi-phase buck converter becomes
popular to supply high-current processors because of the lower
input and output current ripple and fast transient response[22].
The primary building blocks of a multi-phase buck converter
is shown in Fig. 2. Each phase of the buck converter is
implemented with fixed switching frequency and pulse width
modulation. The output voltage is adjusted by modulating the
duty cycle of a constant-frequency pulse. The fixed switching
frequency will eliminate the undesirable noise in certain
frequency band. The pulse width modulation with type-III
feedback compensation network is adopted in this paper [12].
Similar phases of the buck converters will be operated in par-
allel with a common output capacitor. By applying a360◦/N
phase difference between sawtooth waves of the adjacent
phases, the output current ripple can be canceled out while
maintaining the fast transient response.N is the number of the
parallel phases. Because we focus on high performance many-
core processors, continuous mode operation of converters is
assumed when analyzing the characteristics.

Power efficiency is one of the important features of voltage
regulators, which directly influences the power efficiency of
the power delivery system. There are some important power
losses which are usually considered in the literatures about the
buck converter modeling, e.g. the switching loss of the power
bridge and corresponding driver circuits, resistive loss of the
power bridge, resistive loss of the inductor and the power of
the control circuits [11] [17]. The estimation of those power
losses of one phase is presented as follows:

Pdriver = (Cbridge + Cdriver)V
2

driverfsw (1)

PRon = (DRds,h + (1−D)Rds,l)(I
2

ind +
∆I2ind

12
) (2)

PRind
= Rind(I

2

ind +
∆I2ind

12
) (3)

Pcontrol = IcontrolVdriver (4)
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buck converters

where Cbridge and Cdriver is the effective switched ca-
pacitance of the power bridge and drivers, andfsw is the
switching frequency.Cbridge is estimated by including the gate
and diffusion capacitance of the power bridge transistors,and
Cdriver is derived by summarizing the switched capacitance
of all the stages in the entire buffer chain of driver circuit. The
size of the drivers for the power bridge is designed to be fan-
out of 4. Although a larger fan-out can provide additional area
and power saving in the driver, the transition of driving signal
would be compromised for low duty-cycle signals.Vdriver is
the supply voltage of the drivers and control logic. It may be
different from the input voltageVin for off-chip converters
and on-chip converters with high input voltage to reduce the
power loss of the driver circuit. Those buck converters use
two n-channel MOSFETs as the power bridge, and additional
circuits, e.g. level shift and bootstrap circuit, are implemented
in the driver circuit [23].Rds,h andRds,l are the on-resistance
of the high-side and low-side transistors of the bridge, and
Rind is the equivalent series resistance of the inductor.D
is the duty ratio of the gate signal.Iind and ∆Iind are the
average value and the peak-to-peak value of the inductor
current.Icontrol stands for the supply current of the control
circuit of each phase. The device models of the components,
e.g. the transistors and inductors, may change with different
implementation techniques or accuracy requirements. We will
discuss the details in Section IV. The other variables can be
derived based on principles of buck converters in Eq. 5 and 6.

D =
Vout

Vin

Rind +DRds,h + (1−D)Rds,l +Rload

Rload

(5)

∆Iind =
(Vin − Vout)D

fswLind

(6)

Besides the power losses above, there are some other power
losses that are usually neglected, e.g. static power loss and
switching power loss. However, it is observed that some of

them may be significant during the design space exploration.
Hence, they are considered in our analytical model to improve
the accuracy. Static power loss is induced by leakage current
of the transistors. The leakage current is usually at least three
orders of magnitude less than other losses in the proper design.
However, the leakage power will increase exponentially with
the supply voltage, and may influence the design optimization
results. The static power loss is included in our model, and the
leakage current of the transistors per unit width is estimated
by numerical fitting from SPICE simulations as a function
of supply voltages. Simple circuits, e.g. the inverters with
different transistor channel widths and supply voltages, are
used to estimate the relationship between the leakage current
and supply voltage based on the SPICE simulations.

VinIin = VoutNIind +N(Pdriver

+PRon + PRind
+ Pstat + Psw + Pcontrol)

(7)

Switching power loss is induced by the current flowing
through the transistors of power bridge during its transi-
tion [24]. It mainly consists of the direct path loss and ringing
loss. Most switching schemes incorporate dead-time control
to ensure both transistors are not conducting for any period
of time, and make direct path loss negligible. The dead-time
control is considered to improve the power efficiency [25].
However, the ringing loss may be significant for the conven-
tional synchronous buck converter designs [24]. This happens
at the instant the power bridge transistors is switching, because
the load current and drain-source voltage of the transistormay
not go to zero at the same time. The current spike through
the power bridge transistors will fluctuate until the ringing is
completely damped. It will induce additional power loss due
to the ringing current spike. Small testing circuits are built,
and the ringing loss is estimated based on SPICE simulations.
It is calculated by integrating the energy pumped from input
source until the current oscillation is completed damped with
the deduction of the load power during this transition period.
Hence, we develop the analytical model to estimate the power
consumption of converters in Eq. 7.

Besides the power efficiency of the converters, there are
other important characteristics which affect the cost and the
reliability, e.g. the area and output voltage stability. Output
ripple is one criterion of the output voltage stability. In order
to calculate the influence of the output capacitor and the
number of working phases, some concepts concerning the
multiple interleaving should be considered. The output current
ripple cancelation due to interleaving technique depends on
the number of phasesN , and improves with more phases in
parallel. Assuming that all of the ripple components of the
output current flows through the filter capacitorCout, the worst
case peak-to-peak output voltage ripple with multiple phases
is derived [26].Cload is the parasitic capacitance contributed
by the load circuit of the supported power domain, e.g. the
processor cores [27]. The second term represents the ripple
current cancelation effect of the interleaving technique.

∆Vout,ripple =
∆Iind

8fsw(Cout + Cload)

0.25

D(1−D)

1

N2
(8)
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Load transient response is another important criterion to
maintain the stability of supply voltage, which determineshow
much the voltage fluctuates in response to a current change. If
the converters is integrated on-chip, the output voltage ofthe
on-chip converter drops much more in response to the load
current step [2]. This is because the on-chip capacitor is much
smaller than the total decoupling and filter capacitance used
for off-chip converters, and large load current steps can rapidly
drain out the limited charge stored on the capacitor before the
converter loop can respond. Hence, there is a need to evaluate
the transient voltage drop for the stability of output voltages.
The maximum voltage drop is derived in Eq. 9 [28]. The
worst case transient voltage drop tends to approach the open-
loop value, when the feedback loop response of the control
logic is sluggish.α is an user-specified empirical factor to
bring the open-loop estimation into agreement with the actual
voltage drop. It changes with the response time of the control
strategy of converters. Load-current feedforward technique is
able to reduce the response time with considerable overheadby
summing the voltage-error signal at the output of compensator
and a signal proportional to the load current [28]. In this paper,
we adopt the voltage mode feedback control at switching
frequencies of hundreds of MHz, andα is about0.6 using
the numerical fitting of SPICE simulations. The estimation is
comparable to the results in [9].

∆Vout,tr = α ·∆Iout,tr ·

√

Lind

Cout + Cload

(9)

Voltage scaling performance is another important charac-
teristic of converters, which influence the effectiveness of
dynamic voltage scaling based power management [2]. When
the output voltage scales to a new voltage level, it scales
gradually. To ensure sufficient timing margins for proces-
sors, the upscaling first attempts voltage scaling and waits
until the voltage is stabilized. Once the voltage is stabilized,
the processor changes the clock frequency. Downsacling is
the opposite. The clock frequency is changed first, and the
voltage is scaled latter. This sequence is commonly used in
the modern processor [27]. At system level, there are two
important features about the dynamic voltage scaling. One
is the settling time of voltage scaling, which affects the
timescale granularity of dynamic voltage scaling. The other
is the energy loss, including the converter and underclocking
related energy overhead. The optimum settling time is derived
according to the minimum time control law [29].Dmin is the
average of the duty cycles of the initial and final state of the
voltage scaling, and∆D is the difference between these duty
cycles. The voltage mode feedback control can not achieve the
optimum settling time.β is used as an user-specified empirical
factor to fit the practical settling time of the converters. It
is about 2.5 using the voltage mode feedback control at
switching frequencies of hundreds of MHz according to SPICE
simulations. The settling time is proportional to the product of
Lind andCout, while the output ripple decreases with larger
ones. The tradeoff between these two features is achieved
using the optimization strategy in Section IV.

Voltage scaling will also induce energy overhead, which
is divided into two parts [27]. One is the converter induced

energy overhead, when a large surge current flows into and
out of Cout via the inductor and transistors of power bridge.
If the output voltage of the final state,Vout,fin, is higher than
the initial one,Vout,int, the stored energy on the capacitor
and the conduction loss of the inductor and power bridge is
provided by the supplyVin. If Vout,fin is lower thanVout,int,
no work is done byVin. Hence, the converter induced energy
overhead is presented as the first term in Eq. 11, assuming the
voltage upscaling and downscaling occur evenly. The other
is the underclocking related loss, due to the mismatch of the
supply voltage and clock frequency of the processor during the
voltage scaling. Taking upsacling as an illustration, the clock
frequency increases until the voltage scaling settles. During
this period, the processor is supplied by an unnecessary high
voltage. The underclocking related loss is estimated as the
second term of Eq. 11, assuming that the output voltage scales
linearly. As shown in Eq. 11,Cout plays an important role
for both the converter related and underclocking energy over-
head. Hence, the voltage scaling energy overhead of on-chip
converters also benefits from the reduced filter capacitance.

Tscale = β

√

2Lind(Cout + Cload)∆D

Dmin(1−Dmin)(1 + 0.5∆D)
(10)

Escale = 0.5(Cout +Cload)Vin|Vout,fin − Vout,int|

+Cloadmin{fsw,int, fsw,fin}×
∫ Tscale

0

(Vout(t)
2 −min{Vout,fin, Vout,int}

2) dt

(11)

The area consumption is also an important issue of the
power delivery system design, and the trend slightly changes.
Because modern ICs are usually pin limited, the PCB boards
are expensive and dark silicon area is observed, it is possible
to move a few off-chip converters into the chip. It implies that
we need to consider both the on-chip and off-chip area during
the power delivery system design. In this paper, we estimate
the area consumption of the converters including the power
bridge, the driver circuit, the control logic, and the inductor
and capacitor of the output filter. The area of the power bridge
and the driver circuit is determined by the channel length and
width of the transistors, containing the area of the gate, drain
and source. The channel length of transistors is related to the
fabrication technology, and the channel width will be selected
with the optimization technique proposed in Section IV. The
area of the drivers is derived by summarizing the areas of all
the stages in the entire buffer chain. The area consumption of
the control logic per phase is estimated according to [9]. We
assume that the output filter capacitor is implemented on-die
with the deep-trench and thick oxide MOS capacitance, and
the capacitance density is estimated referring to [10]. Theon-
package integrated inductor is selected to improve the power
efficiency of the on-chip buck converter because of its high
quality factor [9]. According to the products of Coilcraft [30],
the ratio between the inductance and the area is derived.

B. Modeling of Power Delivery Network

In order to capture the overall property of the power delivery
system, we also need to pay attention to the passive parasitics
of the power delivery network, e.g. the parasitic resistance,
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capacitance and inductance of the printed board trace and
package. A detailed model of the hybrid power delivery net-
work with off-chip and on-chip voltage regulators is presented
in Fig. 3. A ladder RLC network is utilized to capture the
parasitics of the power delivery network. The on-board power
supply is modeled as a fixed voltage source. The PCB board
includes the PCB trace and off-chip decoupling capacitors.
The power delivery network of the chip has the following
components: the package and corresponding decoupling ca-
pacitors, package to die connection, die to die connection,
and the lumped VDD and GND power grids of the processor.
The package to die connection, e.g. C4 bumps, are modeled as
lumped RL pairs that connect the on-chip voltage regulatorsto
the power pins of the package. The on-chip voltage regulators
then delivery the power to the processor through the die to die
connection and the power grids of the processor. Because we
assume the different dies are integrated using 3D integration
with face-to-back bonding, the parasitics of the die to die
connection are mainly contributed by the through silicon vias
(TSVs). The design of the TSVs refers to [31], and the lumped
resistance of TSVs is derived based on the density and the
resistance per TSV. The other parasitics of the power delivery
network, e.g. the inductance and capacitance of the PCB
trace, package and power grids of the processor, are adopted
from [32], and will be scaled to be consistent with the power
consumptions of processors.

IV. D ESIGN OPTIMIZATION OF POWER DELIVERY SYSTEMS

The analytical model of the power delivery system is derived
including the buck converters and the parasitics of the power
delivery network. Those properties of power delivery systems
are determined by the selection of the converter design,
e.g. channel width of the power bridge, inductance and the
capacitance of the output filter. The conversion ratio of the
converters in a multi-stage power delivery system is also
considered. The intermediate voltage level,Vb, tradeoff the
power efficiency of different stages by affecting the conversion
ratios. Generally speaking, the power efficiency of converters
decreases as the conversion ratio increases. Selecting higher
Vb will also reduce conduction loss of power delivery network,
by reducing the supply current through the package. Because
of the wide design space, an optimization strategy is needed
to find the optimal design variables.

In this paper, a method using convex optimization is adopted
to find the optimal converter design that maximizes the power
efficiency under the constraints of output ripple, transient
response, area, etc. Convex optimization based on GP has
been widely employed to optimize various mixed-mode cir-
cuits [33]. We utilize GP to find the optimal design variables

for different architectures of power delivery systems. Without
losing the generality, the optimization strategy of the hybrid
architecture combining both on-chip and off-chip converters
is illustrated. The design variables and the conversion ratios
of on/off-chip buck converters are optimized to maximum
the system power efficiency, while provided with the supply
voltage of the power delivery systemVin, load distribution of
the processor power domainsVout,ij and Iout,ij , and design
specs. It is assumed that the power delivery system consists
of multiple off-chip converters, and an off-chip converterj
supportsMj number of on-chip converters. The assignment of
on/off-chip converters is based the principle of load balance to
make sure each on/off-chip converter supports same amount of
power consumption. The design specs constrain performance
requirement and the boundary of the design variables, e.g. the
maximum output ripples of on-chip and off-chip converters
Vripple,on,max and Vripple,off,max, the maximum transient
voltage dropVtr,on,max andVtr,off,max, the maximum settling
time of voltage scalingTscale,on,max andTscale,off,max, the
area constraintAon,max andAoff,max and the boundaries of
design variables of different components.

In order to apply GP, the device models have to be com-
patible with GP. Our model leverages the transistor models
similar to [33] and inductor model in [17]. For the transistors
of the power bridge, since they are in the linear region,Rds is
expressed askR,h

Wh
and kR,l

Wl
, whereW is a width of a device,

and kR,h and kR,l are process and driver voltage dependent
resistance per unit width at minimum gate length for high-
side and low-side transistors of the bridge. The capacitance is
modeled askCgs

·W andkCds
·W , wherekCgs

andkCds
are

process dependent parameters for gate-to-source capacitances
and drain/source-to-body capacitances. The static power loss
is expressed askPstat

· W , and kPstat
is the process and

supply voltage dependent leakage power per unit width. The
switching power loss is assumed to be linearly scaled with the
load current at the time of commutation [34]. It is expressed
as kPsw

· Iout · fsw. kPsw
is the process and supply voltage

dependent ringing loss per unit load current per cycle. All
parameters are found for each process technology and voltage
level by numerical fitting to SPICE simulation results of simple
testing circuits.τe is the ratio between the resistance and
inductance of the inductors [17]. It is estimated accordingto
the quality factor, which is assumed to be a constant within a
certain range of switching frequency.

In order to improve the accuracy, some of the device
models are still incompatible with GP, and can not be directly
used in the GP optimization, e.g. the voltage level dependent
parameters of transistor model and the parasitic resistance
parameter of the inductor. We adopt the decomposition method
to deal with it. Given a combination ofVb and a certain
range of switching frequency, the corresponding parameters
of transistor model and inductor model become constant, and
the formulation of the power delivery system design shown in
Alg. 1 becomes a GP problem. The power efficiency of the
power delivery system can be optimized using the existing
convex solver [33]. The maximum power efficiencies for
different combinations ofVb and different frequency ranges
will be derived using the convex solver, and then be compared
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Algorithm 1 Optimization of the hybrid architecture

Require: workload distribution of power domains, intermedi-
ate voltage levels, parameters of device models, bound-
aries of design variables of converters, design specs

1: minimize Pin

Pout

2: subject to
3: Wmin,on ≤ Wh/l,on,ij ≤ Wmax,on, ∀i, j
4: fsw,on,min ≤ fsw,on,ij ≤ fsw,on,max, ∀i, j
5: Lind,on,min ≤ Lind,on,ij ≤ Lind,on,max, ∀i, j

6:
Wh,on,ij

Wl,on,ij
=

µl,on,ij

µh,on,ij
, ∀i, j

7:
Vout,ij

Vb,j

Rload,on,ij+Rind,on,ij+Rpin,on,ij+Rds,on,ij

Rload,on,ij
≤

Don,ij , ∀i, j

8:
(Vb,j−Vout,ij)·Don,ij

fsw,on,ij ·Lind,on,ij
= ∆Iind,on,ij , ∀i, j

9: (Cbridge,on,ij + Cdriver,on,ij)V
2
b,jfsw,on,ij + (Rds,on,ij +

Rind,on,ij + Rpin,on,ij)(I
2
out,ij + 1

12∆I2ind,on,ij) +
Pstat,on,ij + Psw,on,ij + Vb,j · Icontrol,on,ij · Non,ij +
Zgrid,ij · I

2
out,ij + Vout,ij · Iout,ij ≤ Vb,j · Ion,ij , ∀i, j

10:
∆Iind,on,ij

8fsw,on,ij(Cout,on,ij+Cload,ij)
0.25Vb,j

Don,ij(Vb,j−Vout,ij)
1

N3

on,ij

≤

Vripple,on,max, ∀i, j

11: αon · ∆Iout,tr,on,ij ·

√

Lind,on,ij

Cout,on,ij+Cload,ij
≤

Vtr,on,max, ∀i, j

12: βon

√

2Lind,on,ij(Cout,on,ij+Cload,ij)∆Don,ij

Dmin,on,ij(1−Dmin,on,ij)(1+0.5∆Don,ij)
≤

Tscale,on,max, ∀i, j
13: Abridge,on

∑

i

∑

j (Wh,on,ij +Wl,on,ij) +
Acontrol,on

∑

i

∑

j Non,ij +

Aind,on

∑

i

∑

j Lind,on,ijN
2
on,ij +

Acap,on

∑

i

∑

j Cout,on,ij ≤ Aon,max

14:
∑Mj

i Ion,ij ≤ Ioff,j , ∀j
15: Wmin,off ≤ Wh/l,off,j ≤ Wmax,off , ∀j
16: fsw,off,min ≤ fsw,off,j ≤ fsw,off,max, ∀j
17: Lind,off,min ≤ Lind,off,j ≤ Lind,off,max, ∀j

18:
Wh,off,j

Wl,off,j
=

µl,off,j

µh,off,j
, ∀j

19:
Vb,j

Vin

Rload,off,j+Rind,off,j+Rds,off,j

Rload,off,j
≤ Doff,j, ∀j

20:
(Vin−Vb,j)·Doff,j

fsw,off,j ·Lind,off,j
= ∆Iind,off,j , ∀j

21: (Cbridge,off,j + Cdriver,off,j)V
2
drvier,off,jfsw,off,j +

(Rds,off,j + Rind,off,j)(I
2
off,j + 1

12∆I2ind,off,j) +
Pstat,off,j + Psw,off,j + Vdriver,off,j · Icontrol,off,j ·

Noff,j + (Zpackage + ZPCB) · I
2
off,j + Vb,j · Ioff,j ≤

Vin · Iin,j , ∀j

22:
∆Iind,off,j

8fsw,off,jCout,off,j

0.25Vin

Don,j(Vin−Vb,j)
1

N3

off,j

≤

Vripple,off,max, ∀j

23: αoff ·∆Iout,tr,off,j ·
√

Lind,off,j

Cout,off,j
≤ Vtr,off,max, ∀j

24: βoff

√

2Lind,off,jCout,off,j∆Doff ,j
Dmin,off,j(1−Dmin,off,j)(1+0.5∆Doff,j)

≤

Tscale,off,max, ∀j
25: Abridge,off

∑

j (Wh,off,j +Wl,off,j) +

Acontrol,off

∑

j Noff,j+Aind,off

∑

j Lind,off,jN
2
off,j+

Acap,off

∑

j Cout,off,j ≤ Aoff,max

26:
∑

j

∑

i (Vout,ij · Iout,ij) = Pout

27:
∑

j Iin,j · Vin ≤ Pin

to find the optimal power efficiency of the system within the
entire design space and the corresponding design variables.

The formulation of optimizing on-chip converters are de-
scribed in Lines 3-13 referring to Section III. The formulation
is simplified as one-channel converter instead of the inter-
leaved multiple phase one, because most of the properties of
an interleaved converter, except the output ripple and control
overhead, can be derived according to an equivalent one-
channel converter [22]. Lines 3-5 define the boundaries of the
multidimensional variable space of on-chip converters. The
power consumption of each on-chip converter is calculated in
Lines 7-9. Line 7 estimates the duty cycle, including additional
conductive loss from the dedicated bumps connecting the on-
package inductors. The conduction loss of the die to die
connection and power grids of the processor is included in
Line 9, whereZgrid includes the resistance of the die to die
connection and power grids. The total amount of the die to
die connection and power grids is fixed, and each on-chip
converter will possess part of it, according to the proportion of
its load power. The power consumption of on-chip converters
is conducted in Line 9, including the power losses mentioned
in Section III. There are some modifications of the equations
from equality to inequality in order to apply GP. However,
the equality of the equations achieves, if the power losses
are minimized. Lines 10-13 shows the constraints of the
design specs, e.g. the output ripple, transient voltage drop and
area overhead. The influence of the interleaving technique is
shown in the calculation of output ripple, and power and area
overhead of control logic. The area overhead is constrained
in Line 13, whereAbridge,on is the area consumption of the
bridge and driver circuit per unit width of the power bridge,
Acontrol,on is the area overhead of the control logic per phase,
andAind,on andAcap,on are the area overhead of the inductor
and capacitor per unit inductance and capacitance accordingly.

After the optimization of the on-chip converters, the input
currents of the on-chip converters will be used as the load
currents of the off-chip converters. The conduction loss ofthe
PCB trace and package is included in Line 21, whereZpackage

includes the resistance of the package and package to die
connection. The formulation of optimizing off-chip converters
is described in Lines 14-25, which is similar to that of on-
chip converters. The power efficiency of the system will be
derived in Lines 25 and 26. Alg. 1 shows the GP optimization
formulation with a fixed combination ofVb and a constantτe.

V. M ODEL VALIDATION AND QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF

DIFFERENT POWER DELIVERY SYSTEMS

The analytical model of different components of a power de-
livery system has been proposed. Based on our model, design
variables of different power delivery systems can be optimized
under the constraints of output ripple, transient voltage drop
and area overhead. It is necessary to validate the accuracy of
our model, before the system level analysis is conducted to
evaluate the characteristics of different architectures of power
delivery systems. In this paper, a comprehensive analysis
of different architectures will be carried out to explore the
design space of power delivery systems. We will evaluate the
conventional architecture using only off-chip buck converters,
labeled asoff − chip. On the contrary, the architecture that
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TABLE I: Parameters of on/off-chip buck converters.

off-chip
converter

on-chip
converter
(1.5 µm)

on-chip
converter
(130nm)

kR,h (Ω · µm) 37600 9740 976

kR,l (Ω · µm) 37600 9740 488

kCgs
(nF ·m−1) 0.48 2.54 1.54

kCds
(nF ·m−1) 0.20 1.09 0.66

kPstat
(W ·m−1) 4.4 · 10−3 1.75 5.8 · 10−3

kPsw
(nJ ·A−1) 56.7 1.4 0.03

Abridge (µm) 2.7 15.7 0.86

τe (µH · Ω−1) 50 0.1 0.1

Aind (mm2 · nH−1) 12.5 ·10−3 0.5 0.5

Acap (mm2 · nF−1) 0.5 · 10−3 0.02 0.02

Icontrol (mA) 2 2 2

Acontrol (mm2) 0.03 0.03 0.03

puts all the converters on-chip will be evaluated, labeled as
on − chip. It is expected to significantly reduce the power
loss of the power delivery network due to the high conversion
ratio, but suffer from high power losses due to low quality of
on-chip components. It is assumed that the on-chip converters
are implemented on different dies, and integrated with the
processor using 3D integration. It is able to implement the
on-chip converters on different dies using proper technology
nodes to improve the power efficiency for different input
voltage levels. The architecture using both off-chip and on-
chip converters, labeled ashybrid, will also be investigated.
It increases the flexibility of power delivery system designto
combine the advantages of the previous two architectures.

There are 3 kinds of buck converters required to imple-
ment different power delivery system architectures. The off-
chip converter is used to perform the voltage conversion for
off−chip andhybrid. It utilizes the power trench MOSFETs
of Fairchild as the power bridge, and transistors of1.5µm
CMOS process for the control logic and drivers [35] [36].
For the architecture using only on-chip converters, there is a
need of on-chip converters to provide the voltage conversion
directly from the on-board power supply. We implemented
its power bridge and the driver circuit using1.5µm due to
high input voltage level. The on-chip converters driven by the
intermediate voltage in a multi-stage architectures, are built
with the transistors in 130nm [35]. The technology is selected
to tradeoff between the conductivity and leakage power of
different technology nodes at the interested range of input
voltages. For example, the unified leakage power of transistors
at 90nm is about 100 times higher than that of 130nm at the
supply voltage of2V . Hence, we extract the parameters of
transistors at different technology nodes, and find the proper
one according to the requirements of different converters.

A. Simulation Setup

The parameters of the device models of different compo-
nents will be introduced, before the model validation and
the comparison of different architectures of power delivery
systems is conducted. The parameters of the MOSFETs of the
power bridge of off-chip converters are estimated according to
the power trench MOSFET of Fairchild [36], and that of the
control logic and drivers are extracted using1.5µm CMOS
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Fig. 4: Overview of PowerSoC

process [35]. The architecture with only on-chip converters
uses1.5µm CMOS process [35] to implement both power
bridge and drivers, because the input voltage of the convert-
ers is high. The transistors of on-chip converters driven by
intermediate voltage are implemented using130nm CMOS
process [35]. The bulky inductor and capacitor of off-chip
converters is estimated according to [37] [38], due to the high
requirement of the maximum current of inductor for off-chip
converters. The parameters of the inductor and capacitor for
on-chip converters are derived based on [9], because it is
assumed that the inductor is integrated on package for on-
chip converters. The area and power overhead of the control
logic is estimated according to [9] [11]. The parameters of the
component model are summarized in Table I.

The power delivery system is required to step down the
supply voltage from 12V to 1V. The supply voltage of the
drivers of off-chip converters is 5V. The parasitic resistance
of Zgrid is 0.11mΩ or 0.09mΩ with or without the TSVs,
and the resistance ofZpackage and ZPCB are 1.25mΩ and
0.09mΩ for the processor with256W maximum power con-
sumption [31] [32]. The parasitic capacitance of the processor
is around96nF [27]. In order to maintain the stability of
the output voltage, the maximum peak-to-peak output ripple
is 10% of its output voltage. The maximum transient voltage
drop is also 10% of the output voltage due to a load stop of
50% of the load current [9]. The settling time is measured
due to the voltage scaling of 40% output voltage, e.g. from
0.6V to 1V. The slew rate requirement of off-chip converters
is 80mV · µs−1 [39], and that of on-chip converters is
50mV · ns−1 [2]. The area of on-chip converters is110mm2

for the processor with256W maximum power consumption,
and that of off-chip converters is2700mm2 [40].

B. Power Supply On-Chip (PowerSoC)

In this work, we present the PowerSoC, which is short for
Power Supply On-Chip. It is an analysis and design optimiza-
tion platform of power supply targeted to fast and accurately
evaluate the important characteristics of the complex power
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Fig. 5: SPICE simulations of transient voltage drop due to 2A
load step for different architectures of power delivery systems

delivery system including both on/off-chip voltage regulators
and power delivery network for multi-core processors. Pow-
erSoC is aC + + based program to analyze the important
characteristics of power delivery system, e.g. power efficiency,
area and transient response, and optimize the complex power
delivery system design to tradeoff among those important
characteristics [14]. The overview of PowerSoC is illustrated
in Fig. 4. The inputs to the platform include the device
parameters of the on/off-chip voltage regulators including
the transistors, capacitors and inductors, the parametersof
the power delivery network, the configuration and design
constraints of multi-core processors and power supply system.
The voltage regulator library includes several typical designs
of different kinds of voltage regulators. Based on the detailed
models of the voltage regulators and power delivery network, a
GP based optimization strategy will be used to efficient explore
the design space and guide the power supply system design.
PowerSoC models the steady state and transient response of
different components of the power supply system.

C. Analytical Model Validation

The simulation setups are discussed, and it is necessary to
validate the accuracy of our model, compared with SPICE
simulations. A comprehensive comparison between our model
and SPICE simulation is conducted for a full system validation
including both converters and power delivery network. It in-
cludes the comparison among different architectures of power
delivery systems. The single-stage conventional architecture
achieves the highest power efficiency, which directly convert
the supply voltage to the core voltage level. However, the
architecture using only on-chip converters has to use two-stage
scheme to improve the power efficiency of on-chip converters
by reducing the conversion ratio, and to get the highest power
efficiency. The first stage on-chip converters provide an initial
voltage step-down to an intermediate voltage. The intermediate
voltage then drives the second stage on-chip converters to
the core voltage. The hybrid architecture also adopt two-
stage scheme with off-chip converters for the initial voltage
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Fig. 6: SPICE simulations of transient voltage drop due to 4A
load step for different architectures of power delivery systems

TABLE II: Model comparison between the analytical model
and SPICE simulation of different architectures of power
delivery systems optimized at workload of4W .

Archte-
cture

Rload

(Ω)

SPICE
Effi-
ciency

Model
Effi-
ciency

SPICE
Vripple

(mV)

Model
Vripple

(mV)

SPICE
Vtr

(mV)

Model
Vtr

(mV)

SPICE
Tscale

(ns)

Model
Tscale

(ns)

off-chip 0.25 75.9% 75.8% 7.3 7.7 98 100
27 ·
103

26 ·
103

off-chip 0.125 75.4% 75.9% 9.4 9.9 99 100
27 ·
103

25 ·
103

on-chip 0.25 50.1% 49.9% 11.5 11.3 102 100 24 23
on-chip 0.125 49.6% 50.1% 9.4 9.2 104 100 34 33
hybrid 0.25 76.3% 76.2% 3.6 3.4 100 100 25 25
hybrid 0.125 76.0% 76.5% 1.1 1.0 99 100 34 33

conversion instead. The parameters of different component
models are shown in Table I. The parasitic of power delivery
network is linear scaled with the power of processors.

As a case study, the power deliver system is optimized
at the workload of 4W or 8W, when converting from 12V
to 1V. As mentioned in Section III, the voltage regulators
are implemented using the buck converter with pulse width
modulation, type-III feedback compensation network and two
interleaved phases. The design variables of the converters
are derived according to optimization procedure discussed
in Section IV. With the converter schematic and optimized
design variables, the SPICE models of different architectures
are built, and the characteristics of power delivery network
are evaluated based on the SPICE simulations. The SPICE
simulation results of the output voltage responses of different
architectures optimized at 4W are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6,
while applying a load step from2A to 4A or from 0A to 4A
with the slew rate of2A/ns. The transient voltage drops of
different architectures are around100mV or 200mV expected
as the analytical model evaluations. Table II summarizes the
comparison between SPICE simulation and our model at
different workload, in terms of the power efficiency, output
ripple, transient voltage drop due to load step of 50% load
current and settling time of voltage scaling of 40% output
voltage. The optimized results based on our model are well
matched with SPICE simulations within 5% difference.
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Fig. 7: Model validation of power efficiency curve of different
architectures of power delivery systems optimized at 4W

Besides the important features at the point of the optimized
workload, it is also important to predict the trend of power
efficiency curve of the power delivery system. Power effi-
ciency curve is usually shown in commercial voltage regulator
products, because the real workload will fluctuate and the
power efficiency should maintain at a high level within a
range of workload. The power delivery system is optimized at
the average workload instead of maximum power consump-
tion [41]. The average power consumption of the processor
is estimated as half of the maximum one [42]. Fig. 7 shows
a comparison of the power efficiency curves between SPICE
simulation and our model. The power delivery systems are
optimized at the workload of4W , and the SPICE models are
built accordingly. SPICE simulations are conducted to obtain
the power efficiencies of different architectures at different
workload, e.g. every1W , which are shown as markers in
the solid lines in Fig. 7. The dashed lines show the power
efficiency curves of different architectures based on our model.
Those curves consist of 128 points at different workload for
each line, and their markers are used to differentiate the
overlapped curves between our model and SPICE simulations.
In Fig. 7, the power efficiency curves of our models are well
matched with that of SPICE simulations within 2% difference
for different architectures of power delivery systems.

Our model is able to provide accurate evaluation of different
power delivery designs. The device model of the components,
e.g. the transistors and inductors, are derived based on the
model parameter estimation. By integrating the device model,
our model is built to provide the system level characteristic
evaluation of the system. The device model parameters are
estimated using the numerical fitting of SPICE simulations of
simple testing circuits to improve the accuracy. The SPICE
simulation time of the testing circuits is tolerant, e.g. around
3 minutes for the derivation of the unified leakage power
of transistors at 130nm, and the parameter estimations are
conducted once for each technology. On the other hand, the
system level evaluation based on our model will be repeatedly
used during the design space exploration to find the optimal
design variables. Our model is able to accelerate the evaluation
of different designs compared with the traditional circuit
simulation engine, e.g. SPICE. Our model is implemented in
Matlab, and the SPICE simulation is carried out using HSPICE
from Synopsys. We run them on Intel Xeon Processor W5580,
and the runtime comparison is investigated. For the conven-

TABLE III: Performance comparison of design optimization
strategies for different power delivery systems.

Test bench
Power efficiency (%) Runtime (sec)
This work APPS This work APPS

hybrid 1*2-domain 76.7 76.5 30 89
hybrid 1*4-domain 76.7 76.2 59 150
hybrid 1*8-domain 76.7 75.7 122 438
hybrid 4*8-domain 76.6 75.6 196 2176

tional architecture of power delivery system, the runtime of
SPICE simulation will take around 6.8 hours to capture the
power efficiency curve with 128 points of workload shown in
Fig. 8, while the runtime of the Matlab code is about 1ms. The
simulation time of our model stays almost the same, while that
of SPICE simulations increases with more complicated power
delivery system. The speedup using our model will be more
impressive in the case of the hybrid architecture involvingboth
on/off-chip buck converters, which will cost about 217 hours
to derive the entire power efficiency curve.

Our framework provides not only a detailed model of
power delivery systems to provide accurate and fast evaluation
compared with SPICE simulations, but also a GP-compatible
model to facilitate efficient design space exploration. A search-
based optimization method is usually used to explore the
design space and optimize the hybrid power delivery system
designs [20] [21]. On the other hand, we formulate the
design optimization as a convex decomposition problem. Each
subproblem with fixed power delivery system topology is
formulated as a GP problem and solved efficiently using the
convex solver [33]. For a fair comparison of the optimization
method, we replace the SPICE model in [20] with the pro-
posed analytical model for fast characteristic evaluation. Our
analytical model is used in the asynchronous parallel pattern
search (APPS) formulation as [20], by assigning the design
constraints as the penalty functions. We generate 10 sets of
the initial design values randomly from the optimum design
with the same order of magnitude to accelerate the conver-
gence and evaluate the average performance of the search-
based optimization method. The search-based optimization
process is carried out using the APPSPACK 5.0.1 on Intel
Xeon Processor W5580, and the comparisons of optimization
result and runtime are summarized in Table III. The proposed
convex-based optimization strategy achieves efficient design
space exploration with good optimization results and small
execution time, when the problem scales increase. Our work
outperforms the search-based strategy with 1.3% power effi-
ciency improvement and 10 times runtime reduction, when the
number of design variables reaches 84 for hybrid 4*8-domain.
Our framework achieves a high power efficiency and good
scalability of the design optimization, because convex formu-
lation is able to find the global optimal solution with great
efficiency even for problems with hundreds of variables [33].

D. Performance Evaluation

With the improvement of semiconductor technologies, more
processing units can be integrated on a single chip. Multipro-
cessor system-on-chip becomes promising to satisfy the grow-
ing computation demands from high performance applications.
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Fig. 8: Power efficiency curve of different architectures of
power delivery systems optimized at workload of 128W

TABLE IV: Summary of characteristics of different architec-
tures at 128W workload.

off-chip
1-domain

on-chip 1*8-
domain

hybrid 1*8-
domain

power efficiency 75.9% 50.2% 76.7%

A (mm2) 2700 248 907

Tscale (ns) 28 · 103 39 34

Escale (µJ) 121 0.21 0.18

∆Vout,ripple (mV ) 33 78 85

∆Vout,tr (mV ) 86 100 100

The core voltages and currents of high performance processors
are approaching 1V and 130A [22]. As a case study, the power
delivery system is designed to support a 64-core homogeneous
processor with 128W average power consumption. The design
variables of different architectures are optimized at the work-
load of 128W to maximize the power efficiency under the
constraints of output ripple, transient voltage drop and area.
Different configurations of the same architecture will alsobe
evaluated, e.g. the conventional architecture with 1 off-chip
converter, labeled asoff − chip 1− domain, and the hybrid
architecture with 1 off-chip converter and 8 on-chip converters
per off-chip converter, labeled ashybrid 1 ∗ 8 − domain.
For the architecture using only on-chip converters, the area
constraint is alleviated, because it is difficult to put all the
on-chip converters into the small area.

The characteristics of the optimized power delivery systems
are summarized in Table IV. The hybrid architecture achieves
1.0% power efficiency improvement and 66.4% area reduction
of buck converters, compared with the conventional architec-
ture off − chip. The on-chip converter is able to provide
higher voltage at the package and reduce the supply current
through it. It decreases the conduction loss of package and
PCB, and the power losses of off-chip converters, due to
the smaller load current. These gains compensate the power
losses from on-chip converters, and make the power efficiency
of hyrid and off − chip comparable. The area of hybrid
architecture is also reduced due to the decreasing load current
of off-chip converters. It alleviates design requirementsof off-
chip converters, e.g. the output capacitance, and decreases the
area of69%. The power efficiency ofon− chip is 34% lower
than others. The power losses of first stage on-chip converter
becomes dominate. It is difficult to maintain comparable power
efficiency without the help of off-chip converters.

As for the dynamic voltage scaling, the architecturehybrid
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Fig. 9: Power consumption breakdown of different architec-
tures of power delivery systems at workload of 128W

andon− chip facilitate fast dynamic voltage scaling by using
on-chip converters. Due to the small filter inductance and
capacitance, the settling time of on-chip converters is three
orders of magnitude less than off-chip converters. It will
also reduce the penalty of each voltage scaling. The energy
overhead of voltage scaling of on-chip converters is also
several hundred times less. The small filter capacitance of on-
chip converters brings out the advantages of dynamic voltage
scaling, while it will induce large transient voltage drop and
make the output voltage less stable. The output ripple of
different architectures increases because the optimized design
selects single phase to reduce the control overhead. As shown
in Table IV, the output ripple and transient voltage drop of
on-chip converters are larger than that of off-chip converters.

Besides the important features at the optimized workload, it
is also important to show the power efficiency curve, because
the real workload will fluctuate around the average value.
The power efficiency curves of the optimized power delivery
systems are shown in Fig. 8. Each curve consist of 128
points at different workload of every2W estimated using
our model, and the markers are just used to differentiate the
overlapped curves. The hybrid architecture achieves a flat
power efficiency curve within a large range of workload. It
successfully maintain the power efficiency at the workload
above 128W, while the power efficiency curve ofoff−chip is
significantly affected by the conduction loss of power delivery
network. The optimization of off-chip converters can not
mitigate the quadratic increase of the conduction loss, as the
workload increases. Hence, the power efficiency ofoff−chip
is higher at light workload, but significantly decreases with
increasing workload. It keeps the conventional architecture
from supporting the instantaneous power consumption during
burst mode. The architectureon−chip is outperformed within
the entire range of workloads. The power efficiency curves of
different configurations of the same architecture are similar,
because it supports a homogeneous processor. Some of the
optimized design variables, e.g. the transistor width and the
inductance, are linearly scaled with the workload.

The simulation result is explained with the help of the
power breakdown shown in Fig. 9, where different kinds of
power losses correspond to the notations in Section III. The
conduction loss from the interconnect between the converter
and processor, e.g. the package and PCB, plays an important
role for the conventional architecture. It costs 52.7% of the
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Fig. 10: Power efficiency curve of different architectures for
different resistive parasitics of power delivery network

total power loss of the system, and can not be alleviated by the
optimization of off-chip converters. The conduction loss will
increase quadratically with the increase of workload, and sig-
nificantly decrease the power efficiency at heavy load. On the
other hand, for the architecture using only on-chip converters,
the power loss of power delivery network is negligible, because
of the small current flowing through the package. However,
the power losses of the first stage on-chip converter becomes
dominate. The old technology, e.g.1.5µm technology, has to
be used to maintain the low leakage power at the high input
voltage level, and the power losses are further enlarged dueto
the high switching frequency for the on-chip implementation
of small filter capacitor and inductor.

The hybrid architecture take advantages of these two archi-
tectures to facilitate the fine-grained dynamic voltage scaling
without inducing significant power losses. Compared with the
conventional architecture, the power losses induced by theon-
chip converters are covered by the power loss reduction from
the conduction loss of power delivery network and the power
losses of off-chip converters. The on-chip converter is able to
provide higher voltage at the package and reduce the supply
current through it. It decreases the conduction loss of package
and PCB, from21.4W to 6.0W . Meanwhile, the power losses
of off-chip converters also decrease from17.6W to 11.8W ,
due to lighter workload. Hence, different kinds of power losses
are evenly distributed in the optimized hybrid architecture. It
achieves a flat power efficiency curve, and has the potential
for maintaining the power efficiency at heavy workload during
the burst mode. The hybrid architecture is also able to adaptto
the change of the parasitics of power delivery network. It may
provide an solution to deal with the conduction loss of the
package by adjusting the intermediate voltage level in some
cases, e.g. less pin count or more I/O pins are required. The
influence of the resistive parasitic of power delivery network
is investigated in Fig. 10. The hybrid architecture adjuststhe
intermediate voltage from 2.0V to 2.3V under the change of
the parasitic from 80% to 120%. It maintains almost the same
performance, e.g. 1.0% difference on average. Compared with
the conventional architecture, the hybrid one maintains 1.0%
power efficiency improvement on average at 128W workload.

The area consumption is also important for next genera-
tion processors, e.g. the Haswell processors [5]. Compared
with the conventional architecture, the hybrid one alleviates
design requirements of off-chip converters by decreasing its
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Fig. 11: Design tradeoff between power efficiency and area
for different architectures

load. Hence, the area of off-chip converters in the hybrid
architecture significantly decreases, which consists withthe
observation from Haswell [5]. Fig. 11 shows the minimum
area of converters in different architectures, with different
power efficiency constraints at 128W workload. The area of
converters in hybrid architecture decreases about 83.2% on
average, with the same power efficiencies as the conventional
architecture. The area of converters increases sharply with
tighter power efficiency requirement, because more effort is
needed to make improvement at higher power efficiency level,
and it requires larger power bridge, inductor and capacitor.

Switching converters and linear regulators are the most
commonly used designs for voltage regulation. Switching
converters, e.g. buck converters, are preferred due to the high
power efficiency over a wide range of conversion ratios. On the
other hand, linear regulators achieve a compact area, but face
the power efficiency limitation given by the conversion ratios.
Linear regulators are preferable mainly for small conversion
ratios. Multiple works are proposed to evaluate the hybrid
power delivery system architecture using off-chip converters
and on-chip linear regulators [7]. It is assumed that the area
of a single linear regulator that provides a specific currentand
voltage to a load consumes approximately the same area and
power consumption as the summation of multiple small linear
regulators that provide same total current [7]. The design of
the small linear regulators refers to [6]. It achieved a100mA
rating linear regulator with a minimum dropout voltage of
0.2V , consisting of pre-driver, operational amplifier, output
stage and on-chip decoupling capacitor. The0.6nF on-chip
decoupling capacitor is used to maintain a comparable load
transient response, and the total area of the linear regulator is
about0.019mm2 using the on-chip capacitance density shown
in Table I. The current efficiency of the linear regulator is
assumed to be 1. In this case, if supporting a power domain
with 1A maximum current, 10 of this small linear regulators
are needed, and area cost is about0.19mm2.

The model of linear regulators is integrated into our opti-
mization framework, and the design of the architecture using
off-chip converters and on-chip linear regulators is optimized
at the workload of128W to maximize the power efficiency. To
maximize the power efficiency of the power delivery system,
all the linear regulators operate at the minimum voltage
drop with 1.2V input voltage. The power efficiency curves
of different optimized systems are shown in Fig. 12. Our
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Fig. 12: Power efficiency curve comparison of different power
delivery systems optimized at workload of 128W

strategy outperforms the conventional architecture, because
of reduced power losses of power delivery network and off-
chip converters. The conventional architecture outperforms the
architecture using on-chip linear regulators, due to the resistive
power loss of linear regulators. Compared to conventional
architecture at128W workload, when employing on-chip
linear regulators, the power efficiency of off-chip converters
increases from87.9% to 89.2% due to the increase of output
voltage from1V to 1.2V , while the power efficiency of on-
chip linear regulators is around83.3%. The power efficiencies
of three architectures are76.7%, 75.9% and66.1% at 128W
workload. Without the advantage of the current reduction
through the package for on-chip buck converters, the power
loss induced by the on-chip linear regulators will degrade the
system power efficiency. In order to support the processor
with 256W maximum power consumption, the area of the
on-chip linear regulators is about48mm2, while our strategy
implements the on-chip converters using94mm2. For the
off-chip converters, our strategy outperforms the architecture
using on-chip linear regulators with the area reduction from to
2228mm2 to 813mm2. Hence, the hybrid architecture using
on-chip linear regulators is desirable to provide fine-grained
power management with tight on-chip area constraints. On the
other hand, the hybrid architecture using on-chip converters
decreases the current through the package to alleviate the
conduction loss of power delivery network and the design of
off-chip converters. It achieves high power efficiency of power
delivery system and small area of off-chip converters.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present an analysis and design optimiza-
tion platform of power delivery system called PowerSoC.
It employs an analytical model to fast evaluate important
characteristics of power delivery system with comparable
accuracy. Based on our model, GP is used in PowerSoC to
optimize different system designs, and to explore the tradeoff
between the promising characteristics and costs of employing
on-chip voltage regulators, especially on-chip buck converters.
Compared with the conventional architecture, the hybrid ar-
chitecture using on-chip converters has potential for efficient
dynamic voltage scaling and small area, and it is adaptable
with the change of the parasitic of power delivery network
within 1.0% power efficiency difference on average. However,
careful account of the overhead of on-chip converters is

necessary, and currently it is difficult to maintain comparable
power efficiency without the help of off-chip converters.
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